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’New Motivating Factor’ Boosts Chicano GPAs
By JI51 BROADY
Daily Political Writer
One out of eight Itlexican-American students enrolled at SJS under the Educational
Opportunity Program (EDP) received either
an A or B average for academic work last
semester, according to Eliu Carranza, director
of the prograin.
Of the 231 Chicano students enrolled under
the EOP, 46 per cent attained at least a C
avelage, and only 3 per cent were academically disqualified.
Three students had straight A averages.
and Carranza stated that uf those who re-
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ceivecl less than a C average, the majority
were so close that this semester’s work should
bring their cumulative averc’e to at lea.st the
C
Carrairza eller] "ii new ill. tivating factor"
,11,,,t
as being responsible for 111.
ness in its fits( semester. "Wt. init-t realize
per cent
that Mexican -Americans hate a
dropout rate in high school," he said. "( a,viously, there has been little motivation at that
level."
He quoted a Carnegie Quarterly report
which said that in the Southwest, where 90
per cent of the Mexican -American population
is centered, the average number uf school

).
completed is four years below the level
ol the Whites.
"rhe past lecord is one of little or no opportunity for higher education," said Carranza.
’’’rhis group of young Mexican -Americans offers motivation and shims definite achievement."
An important facet of the mwrarn is that
it does not recruit those who can enroll as
regularly admitted students.
The reason for this is to prove that the student labeled "low achiever" and ’’under
aehiever" can succeed in college, said Carranza.
"Consequently," said Carranza," "We re-

forget their high school academie performance
and traditional test scores as predictors for
academic success."
He also stressed that F:OP recruits cannot
be compared with any other segment of the
mllege population.
In the evaluation of the EOP, Llean Martin
and his staff ale paying special attention to
measures uf student self-esteem. attitudes and
changes in motivation.
"On the basis of the limited information
concerning GPA." said the dean, "it would appear that the EOP program is remarkably
successful."
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SDX Meeting
Jon Clioate, reporter for the
san Jose Merciir-Neas, will
be the guest speaker at the
Signua Delta Chi meeting tonight at 7:50 in JC209. All
joarriansm majors are invited
111 pliant‘
attend,
II:Lager. president
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Student Council Offers Support
To SFS Suspended Newspaper

Musical Play
To Introduce
Black Arts
MARsliA GREEN
and JUDY ItIcKARD
Daily Staff Writers
The smash San Francisco musical
comedy "Big Time Buck White" will
intmduce "Black Arts Today," a twoweek program of contemporary Black
mu.sic. art, drama, literature and.
dance, March 17-28. All events are
open to the public for no charge.
Conga drtunmer Big Black will star
in the title role of Buck White. The
musical, open to the public without
charge., is scheduled for Monday at
8 p.m. in Morris Dailey.
Called "a refreshing and fresh -eyed
view of Black Power in all its human
varieties" by drama critic Judith
Crist, "Big Time Buck White" feature.s
an all-male cast.
Direction, production, ancl choreography are by Oscar Brown Jr. and
Jean Pace. Brown also wrote music
and lytics for the show’s 13 songs.
James Garrison, Ted Lange, Herschen Burton, Tony William.s, Bill
Parish and Stephen Zendt star in the
production.
TWO ART EXHIBITS
Organized by Black students and
faculty, and sponsored by ASB, College Unkm Program Board. and SJS
Art Department, "Black Arts Today"
vrill include two continuing art exhibits.
Black professional artists fmm Los
Angeles and the Bay Area will exhibit
in the Main Gallery, A129. SJS Black
student. art will he shown in the Little
Gallery, recently moved to A245. 130th
exhibits will continue until Friday,
March 28.
A mini -film festival Tuesday will
feature San Francisco State cinematography instructor Oscal Williams and
the CBS film ’’An Afro-American
Thing."
SJS Black students plan to present
an original revue on Black unity
directed by EOP assistant administrator Bob Solar, on Wednesday, March
19.
Black poet Don L. Lee will read
some of his works Thursday afternoon,
March 20. That evening, Lee, writer in
residence at Cornell University, will
txtrticipate with Sarah Webster Fabio
and C. K. Moreland, Jr. in "New Wave
of Black Thought."
BLACK DRAMA
The Bantu Players. directed by Mel
Stewart, former member of The Committee, will present Black drtuna on
the same program.
Singer Leta Mbulu, Afro fashion
show "Vibrations from Atlantis," and
the Voices of Victory Gospel Choir
will be featured in an evening program Sunday, March 23.
Monday, March 24, Danny Duncan’s
Ballet Afro-Haiti will present primitive
dances.
Marie Johnson, of 131ack art at California College of Arts and Crafts, will
moderate "Symposium on Black Art"
Tuesday night, March 25. Panelists will
Include Dr. Samella Lewis, Rom.
Vaughn. John Outterbridge and Paul
Mills. The Main Gallery will be open
by special arrangement for the
symposium.
Two Bay Area groups performing
Thursday night, March 27, will conclude the two-week cultural series. The
Sesherh Plavnrs, a Berkeley mixed media workship, will share the hill
with Smoke Jazz (Quintet of Palo Alto.

cruited those students whom counselors and
teachers had typed as ’non -college material,’
but who exhibited strong desire and potential
to succeed in a four-year program at SJS."
"The EOP is not an extension of regular
college admission procedures, but a reaching
out tor those students who deserve the mawtunity for higher education," he said.
"We went after the student who may have
had a brief dream of going to college once,
and v.:as promptly advised to forget it."
Robert J. Martin, associate dean of students for counseling rind testing, is aiding in a
comprehensive examination of all aspeeta of
the EOP. "The first step," he said, "Is to

By GAYLE PARKER
Daily Political Writer
ASB Student Council "pledged all
possible forms of assistance" to SFS
daily Golden Gater awl condemned
Acting President S. I. Hayakawa for
"attempting to silence one media
voice" with a 12-1-1 vote yesterday.
Taking only 10 minutes to discuss
the resolution, council bla.sted Haya-

College Records
Disclose Names
Of AFT Strikers
Names of 18 S.JS faculty dismissed
for taking part in the reeent Atnerican
Federation of Teachers strike, then almost immediately rehired, were disclosed by college records yesterday.
The disclosure was made after the
forwarding of the names to the state
controller’s office for pay putposes, in
line with instruction from the legal
department of the Chancellor’s office.
The list includes:
Eugene J. Bernardini, humanities
and tutorials, separated Jan. 7, reappointed Jan. 23; clocked for 13 working
days’ absence.
- Dr. Ernest Dillon, English, separated Jan. 7, reappointed Jan. 20;
docked for 10 working days’ absence.
Dr. John A. Salm, English, separated Jan. 7, reappointed Jan. 23;
clocked for 13 working days’ absenee.
Wilfred G. Iltis, biological sciences,
separated Jan. 7, reappointed Jan 2:1;
docked for 13 working days’ absence.
- -Kichung Kim, English, separated
Jan, 7. reappointed Jan. 23; clocked for
13 working days’ absents,.
Dr. Roland F. Lee. English, SeParJan. 10, reappointed Jan. 20;
ittml
docked for 10 working days’ absence.
- -Richard A. Waswo. English. separated Jan. 7, reappointed Jan, 23;
docked for 10 working clays’ adbenee.
--Sybil B. Weir, English, separated
Jan. 7, reappointed Jan. 23; docked
for 13 working days’ absence.
-- Nils Peterson, English, separated
Jan. 7, reappointed Jan. 16: dociced
for eight working days’ absence.
Don Diet, Icor, h:nglish, separated
Jan. 6, reappointed Jan. 22; docked
for 12 working days’ absence.
Other resigned -and -rehired faculty
members separation and reappointment
forms were en route to the state controllet today. but their exact periods
of absence have yet to be verified.
They are:
Dr. R. G. Tansey. art; Dr. Eldred
Rutherford. psyehology; Dr. Bernadene
V. Allen. psyehology; Dr. David v.
Gliner, sociology; Richard D. Lynde,
English; Dr. James D. Hawkins, psychology: and Vernon M. Cope, psychology.

Entertainers Needed
I
iIIIII
needed
A
for March 21 at 8 p.m. to present to
Cerebral Palsy and handicapped teenagers at the. Leininger Center, Kelly
Park.
Those who would like to donate an
hour of their time are askvd to contact Charles Brown. 292-61937, in the
evenings for mort information,

kawa for "with-holding funds" to the
SFS paper and "dissolving the newspaper’s publication board," thu.s ending the paper "which constitutes a
threat to his political convictions and
positions."
The resolution also calls for "all
California colleges and universities to
do the same."
By "all possible forms of assistance,"
said freshman representative Jeff
Potts, the ASB means:
"If we have to send paper, we will.
If we have to send money, we will.
If we have to send people, we will."
Junior representative Miss Addle
Inset, who introduced the resolutions.
said the editor of the Gater and the
ASB will work together to decide exactly what is needed to help the Cater.
Miss Inset also indicated the Gater
editor has already been contacted and
welcomes SJS support.
ASB President Dick Miner said the
"action may prove to be a very good
one" and plans to carry out council’s
orders by detailing what assistance is
possible and needed.
Dave Aikman, ASB treasurer, said
the ASB did not "have very much
money" to u.se, but Miner indicated
doubt the Gater would want direct
funding.
Council members briefly discussed
other means of supporting the pmblem-bound newspaper at SFS:
selling copies of the Golden Gater
on SJS and returning the money made
that way to SF’S staff.
asking that copies of the Gater be
printed especially for SJS distribution,
thus contributing directly to the printing bill.
sultscribing to the Cater for several

hundred copies of each issue, thus supporting through subscription rates.
Miss Inset said ASB lawyers may
advise no direct financial support as
direct ftmcling may merely go into the
frozen SFS funds, and not help the
Gater.
Lone dissenter Eugene Stone, senior
representative, explained he could "not
vote yes without knowing exactly what
and this
I’m committing myself to
resolution calls for very vague action."

Today’s
World News
At a Glance
Compiled from Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO San Francisco
State’s acting president S. I. Hayakawa
warned staff members of the campus
daily newspaper, the Golden Gater, that
they face discipline if they persist in
publishing the paper despite Hayakawa’s edict to ban publication.
LOS ANGELES -- City officials
vowed they would not give in to the
demands of dissidents as about 150
students chanting "on strike, shut it
down," hauled furniture out of classrooms and set up a barricade yesterday at Los Angeles City College as
student disruption in the south central
area continued into its third day.

Compromise Plan

,
SLOWLY BUT SURELY The new College Union, four months away from
completion. is taking shape. Workmen are busy filling in the concrete
building with wood paneling, huge glass windows, furniture and carpeting.
The $4.5 million union building will house a billiard and ping pong room,
a barber shop and travel agency, and student and faculty offices. Whether
or not the union will include a bowling alley is still undecided.

’Geer Could Resume Publication’
Skill Francisco State’s student newspaper, the Daily Gator, eould resume
publication tomorrow if its staff is
willing to submit to the guidelines of
a "responsible publications hoards" according to Harvey Yorke, director of
public affairs at SFS.
Yorke reported that SFS Acting
President S. I. Hayakawa suspended
a "non-funetioning" hoard earlier this
week. He said liayakawa suspended
the board because it has not aeted on
matters and has "drifted on for
years."
Ynrke said an interim publications
board is being established to review
its own functions and 4:: Aahlish guidelines for publication nf suspended campus newspapers inclu,:ing the Galcr

and Open Process, a psychadelic publication.
Open Process was suspended 14
months ago by former SFS President
Dr. John Summerskill due to pornography. The Gater was suspended bemuse It did not follow guidelines set
down by a "responsible" publications
Ynrkr.
board, acrorclinv
In addition, the interim board of
three students and three faculty members will review proposed budgets for
all student government funded publications and make recommendations for
a permanent board of publications.
Yorke reported student government
has been asked to submit names of
candidates for student and faculty posit tont nn the interim hoard of
pub] icat ions,

Miner Suggests 10 Lanes,
Rathskeller Cafe in Union
A compromise proposal. limiting the
number of College Union bowling
alleys to 10 and adding a rathskeller
type cafe, was presented Tuesday by
ASB Pres. Dick Miner.
Miner, in a meeting of the College
Union Board of Governors ICUBGI.
indicated that he believed Pres. Robert
D. Clark would not "accept" the decision the board made last week to
recommend dropping plans for a 14 lane bowling alley.
In Miner’s opinion, Pres. Clark believes the 7-6 vote, in which the CUBG
expressed discontent with the plan for
the lanes, was not a mandate from the
students to substitute another attrarlion in the union instead of the bowling alley.
Miner did not know Tuesday if Pros.
Clark knew that the seven members
voting against the lanes were all
students.
Mike Rutz. a student member of the
board, countered Pres. Clark’s feelings
by stating that "If Clark Can’t understand that. (the decision of the board
to do away with the lanes), then I
don’t know where he Is."
The Board of Governors has asked

for, by next week’s meeting, a definitive statement from both Pres. Clark
and the C’hancellor’s office in Sacramento as to their stand on the board’s
recorrunenclat ions.
The board also decided to hold next
week’s meeting in an alternate room
after they agreed that their next meeting should be open to the student body
for discussion on the pro’s and con’s
of retaining or dropping the bowling
lanes. However, Vice-Chairman John
Murphy had. as of Tuesday, no idea of
where the meeting would be held.

Theater Flamenco
Theater Flamenro of San Franc:ism
will present two piograms of flamenco
daneing, singing. guitar and Spanish
folklore, poetry, and classieal dancing
today in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
There is an 11:30 a.m. demonstration -lecture and an 8:15 p.m. convert.
The troupe is sponsored by the College
Union Program Hoard. Admission is
free to students and faculty. General
admission tickets of $2 are available
at the Student Affairs Business
Office.
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Throst and Parry

Dismal Year; Secretary Lists Plans
ilisrei)resente(I
Editor:
Althiiiidi your reporter
have quoted
part of what I said correct!). still I feel that
the
burden of my remarks before the
Academic Council on the question of credit
lor those two Experimental College courses
mistepresented. May I take this opportunity to (dose this most dismal episode in
our generally dismal academic year with the
following?
Aetually, I was for credit being allowed for
the two courses, and I believe I said so
perhaps only in passing, since if one considers
it a right, the giving or withholding of credit
for any particular course or courses in any
particular semester is a matter of only passing
importanee. Most of my words dealt with the
various rcd herrings that had heen dragged
into the discussion, the "reasons" this or that
speaker had conjured tip for credit having
been disallowed. My point was that these
"reasons" would hardly motivate a sensible
man. but that
could conceive a reason why
a sensible man might hesitate to allow credit
for expeiimental courses on the strength of
one faculty member’s assurance to the ColS,1 I WI HP, Or simply
ic:, thia the

The Cross-Eyed Rabbit*
(*Campus Crusader for Truth. Justice and Carrot Soup)
,This Spartan !tails. heliere it or not,
i and
111-4-11 for -mile time. a student
-paper of nat. al pr, iiii 1111111.e.
1..1-1 %st,,,ki.11.1 its reputation rs.1eren further sishen it rs,,, do ilia Imo
the ranks of martsramn.
"1 here it ssas. for all the 1,1,-.e.1
qitajorits to behold. earroid ilisl’Oss the :Mrs-as,the wing- of the purest form of
44)ittemporary journalistic excellence:
For it- forthright and continuous stands
eamptts riolence. the crillege news.
pap, , -sparian- Inas attacked It) midnight
lionibed by the dirty 1
I
,
al least that’s the way the people
alifornia heard the ,tory of hors soul.ne pot a tin rry I
I) in a box I 011taillin!..t
the ma -ter plan for the /11W
:!,
CI-II011 Mill 111 Ole fuse.
131ti som,I
the story gamed a little
excitement in its translation. The way sse
liFard it up in San Framisco. riser tele%intim. radio 111111 1.1,141 111 Illy ‘IiiiiIiis

Le Nouveau Nixon

-

’bop- Inc.. rims the campus bookstore

1/.1111T . ris.t. ^ lluil 1 bomb hid
S tro 1.41 Oil’
Of Ihe 1).111
llll
The 111.1.1. 1101Iel. 7.:11.1 I !Mike always do.
roil kilos. I certain!) would have injured
pa-er-bs if there had been any. And
pollee theorized that the bomb was, of
. ’purse. -et IP) campus radicals to proteist
the Dails.- -land against campus violence.
lint it miss seems quite clear that the
tionspiracs there has to he a conspiracy)
%%a... ,1 hs ping pong lovers at college
Mk, ials %sit. refuse to remove the howling
allis from the nearly -e
’rimed College
1 Mon.
*
*
*
1 lime’, another college newspaper dud
11.1national prmninence
recent
.1as
The SFS Daily Cmter.
It ssas suspended hy good -old S. 1.
Ilar a -1111111.,111S-11111111. because, a in o
otbir things. it supports the strike and
ha, been e4itical of America’s newest folk
hero and 1,1- handling of thr college.
-Hess
(;.11OrS
haek. -- (G.
Parke,. ; II hill
Jim Brewer

because credit had been promised, IDNI cards
had been handed out, and the College was
confronted with what amounted to a fait
aecompli.
A sensible man, I suggested. might choose
to avoid lxing forced to take a step he wasn’t
sure he wanted to take, to rectify -- not
rectify. really, but merely partially amend
an error someone else had made quite unjustifiably. tHow would we all have felt had
President Johnson decided that America had
to go to war to rescue the (Tew of the PuebloA sensible man, I concluded, might be disturbed by the thought that if the College were
forced, by the circumstance of innocent students likely not to have a MI program, to
grant credit for these doubtless very worthy
courses. any single faculty member, at any
time in the future, could maneuver the College into granting credit for any tissue of
absurdities anyone chose to construct and
label a "course."
I was duly repiimanded. of eourse, for the
mere suggestion that a San Jose State College
faculty member could be so irresponsible as
to take advantage of the College in the way
I had speculated he might; but I am not altogether sure that the reprimand was justified. At the very least, it seems to me that
the same people who assert that a number,
perhaps even too many, of the courses regularly offered by members of the faculty are
inane, iirelevant, and contemptible, ought not
to be saying that we need not protect ourselves from the possibility of a faculty member’s deciding to force upon the College a
course constructed entirely according to his
own whim which might prove to be contemptible, irrelevant. or inane.
The reason we have institutions, the reason
we have procedures, is to protect ourselves
from our occasional wrong impulses. It is
hard, I realize, for the fortunate few among
us who never have these wrong impulses
who are not cursed, that is, with normal
human limitations and the accompanying
sense of what our forefathers called original
sin to see the need for our institutions and
procedures; but need for them exists all the
same. And if a faculty member ever does try
to force upon the College an unworthy course,
I’ll bet that that course, and that member,
will be on the Right rather than the Left side
of the political spectrum. Don’t any of my
liberal friends fear a demand by someone on
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of th
editorial pag offers students and faculty a chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Space is allowed to ncourag written debates on such current affairs. Contributions fo
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45 -space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s nam and faculty or ASB number. Tin Daily will not print letters
which are libelous, in poor taste or include a personal
attack. Th editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters fo conform to space limitations end to cease
publication of !edit rs dealing with subjects h
tieves hey’ been exhausted.

1

this campu.s for three units credit for a correspondence course on the evils of communism
directed by Dr. Fred Schwartz? Why must
the radicals of the Left join their Rightist
equivalents in the presently flourishing but
actually counterrevolutionary effort to destroy
institutional and procedural integrity?
Dr. Dennis Chaldreott
Assistant Professor of English

Defeated Constitution
Editor:
Council anti its followers have successfully
defeated the constitution by only 40 votes.
The position I was elected to will remain
active for the time that is remaining.
For this reason and for the benefit of the
incoming ASB officer.% I am issuing directive
sending out a written report to include a
short summation of the activities performed
by the various committees. This report will
be expected in my office or in my latax no later
than three weeks from today.
The information will then be dittoed or
mimeoed with one copy going to ASB president, the Personal Selection committee and
to all chairmen and members of the various
committees. The remaining copies will go to
those members of the general student body
for their information. They have a right to
know what was (lone or not done for them.
I am also formulating an ad hoc committee
to study the problems of parking. As you all
know, this is a most serious problem for all
sturlents, whether they be full-time, part-time,
residents or commuters. I sincerely believe
that an answer to this problem can be found.
For the remaining time as executive secretary, the committee will be looking into this
problem in depth.
Also, since the middle of last semester. Dr.
Jacobs, Dr. Clark and I have been working
to stimulate interest in the student poll. It is
my reflection that this ASB administration
did want to know how or what the students
on this campus wanted before this time. The
resources of manpower and equipment have
been there waiting for ASB approval. The poll
was not wanted because it would not have
reflected the political philosophy or image of
the present ASB or its officer.
I speculate that what the students of this
campus want is not at all reflected by what
they have. I urge your support to find out.
In addition to these area.s I will also be
working very closely with Joan Maher, president of All -Women’s Council, with regard to
the problems of lighting on the campus and
the surrounding area. Work already has been
done in this area. We believe we have a good
start, Something must be done to provide
protection for the women on this campus.
Any help or suggestion will be greatly appreciated, I still have my office in the College
Union, I think. I can be contacted there by
phone message.
E. Marlys Alaimo
ASB Exeetitive Seeretary

We would like to meet you.

krrange an

appointment to speak to our representative
and tliscoier the exciting opportunities for
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TAPANI,SE ("IASI\
Lunches and dinners featuring sukiyaki, seafood. teriyaki chicken
and teriyaki steaks in a delightful atmosphere
PHONE 294.1330
- 850 MERIDIAN AVE.
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We will lie on campus Nlarch 18 & 19, so
see your Movement Office for an
inten iew time.
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
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There iset -114. from -(,:rapes of
rath- iltat sl
liat. a great deal of
nma
g for a
lit r of persons at SJS.
The dumbou I farmer. :nip.% as hell that
his land is being taken itwit. lias just been
talked out of shooting the 111.111 &king
the tractor iiker his Iamb sshis tells the
farmer he’s not to blame.
The tractor belong- Iti 11 111:111 111 10%11,
111. W.:1111111i, hill II
llo no good to
shoot I
. either. live:nine he% olds taking
orders fr
another man hack East, ulio
represents a huge bank. And you can’t
shoot dial.
"But where does it stop?" the farmer
retorts. "Nt ho van we sl
I don’t
to stunt. to death htfore I kill the man
that’s star% ing
The ansuer routes hack: -I don’t know
MaOte there’s
to -limit. Mas
this thing isn’t men at all . . .
I don’t doubt quite a feu persons has,
felt like dm:thou! farmers here this
FAH’ W1. tiels -pitio.r11O II
s 410.
1
\Viten something goes urong. the intim,
(hale impulse is to call the nearest possible person, place or thing the (odious
culprit.
Rut that’s assuming there is. -toll a thing
as a culprit. Fut beg.
g to liclime that
entity does mil exist.
A perfect
and equally poignant -example is the American Federation of
Teachers strike. %hie!) concluded here
Feb. lit.
Nearly f.i-r charge the professors made
ali.1: raci-m. inademLlie teaching
was
%as.
conditions. eteetera. The totem’
who could be loll
.41 for tlit-e things?
SJS ad
stratiou. like the tractor
driver. threw up its innocent hands and
11111 Ileryone
cried. "1/ton’t shoot!". kittl
elm.. from the top of the ss11-111 10 the
boll
. They considered il all 11111rage that
such atrocities should be charged I() them.
And dies %sere right. They were not it)
from
blame. Talk nub any a them
robust, redsfaced trustee Dudley Swim to
pleasant. mild- lllll usliteheil Dr. Clark
and you Is ill find the s all mean well.
and
Yet the -trike 1,,,t.
women sufftred as a reutill. And in their
ardor to champ. matters. they may still he
wondering who to shoot next time.
Of another scene from
That reminds
the same book. Dere, the dustboul farnwr
listetts to the land ouner explain how the
hank the
) works.
-Tin. bank is something else than men.
11Ia1 cser man in a bank hates
uhat the bank does. and yet the hank does
it. The hank is something more than men,
I tell you. If’s the momter. Ilett made it,
but they can’t control
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Open House Newman Center
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By Sl.’sAN GALE
Daily Staff Writer
"Americans have gone beyond
Hitler in Vietnam."
"We help everybody. We have
given the shirts off our backs and
still they look at us like animals
or cruel people."
"Why don’t yoU bridle your
Johnson?"
These ale taped man-in-the-

*

street Rus,ian comments heard
last week in Dr. William Mandel’s Experiinental C’ollege ExCI
class "Contemporary Soviet Civilization."
"Americans have to live in the
same world with the USSR and
vice-versa." Dr. Mandel told his
200 listeners. He plans to use his
taped interview along with RusSian guest speakers to give back-

*

*

*

*

’It’s Your Own Decision,’
Mandel Warns ExC Class

"If you want to determine your Ext.’, class "Contemporary Soown educational destiny, fine. If viet Civilization" last week.
"I arn here to teach this class.
you don’t that’s fine too. It’s your
decision," Dr. William Mandel I will do vvhat I can to help you
told his Experimental College get credit for this course, but it’s
mainly up to you," said Dr. Mandel who teaches the same course
for credit at the University of
California at Berkeley where he
is sponsored by 11 professors and
six departments.
Last week Academic Senate denied credit for Dr. Mandel’s class.
citing as rea.son, a lack of properly
appointed professors, proper curriculum approval and the large
student -professor ratio.
Dr. Mandel indicated some stuSan Jose State graduate Lilburn dents might interpret his comE. Boggs, 4fi, has been named No. ment in a recent Spartan Daily
2 man in the U.S. Secret Senice, to mean that he opposes all vigDirector James Rowley has an- orou.s or violent protest to secure
credit for the course.
nounced.
The article quoted Dr. Mandel,
degree
his
received
Boggs, who
in Palo Alto
" . . . In no sense am I appealing
from the department of law en- to or have a desire for a disrupfor their
forcement and administration in tion on this campus."
"fly that I meant that the ideas
1948, will become assistun direcDiamond Rings
tor for the protective forces in- and organization must come front
BECAUSE:
volving Pres. Richard Nlxon, the the students, not myself. I am
They hav shopped nd comWhite House and former presi- mainly a teacher here id SJS,"
that
pared nd nay fount+
Dr. Mandel said. However, Dr.
dents and their families.
Carlyle’s prices re nevr highMandel
indicated that he would
office
Chicago
the
er and in most instances re
head
He will
substantially lower than pricos
of the security branch under Row- support the measures students
Isewhare for the same qualley.
select to secure credit.
ity Diamonds.
Boggs worked as a deputy sheriff for Santa Clara County for
eight months before joining the
Secret Service in San Francisco.
He was later transferred to the
Los Angeles branch.
Two other SJS graduates from
the LEA department have received
Secret Senice promotions.
Frank W, Leyva, 1948 police
adrninistration graduate, became
special agent in charge of the San
By FERDINAND FIOFORI
Antonio, Texas branch Tuesday.
Daily Staff Reporter
Engogeineni R,ngs frorn
Ile was transferred from the San
The International St tidents Cenoffice.
Diego
Save 20. with ASB card
Replacing Leyva %vas Chester ter (ISO and the debilitated InMiller, who graduated from SJS ternational Students Organizain 1949. Miller had been assistant tion (ISO) am now both down,
special agent in charge of the disbanded, and have been swalOffice of Protective Intelligence lowed up by the newly formed
at Secret Service headquartets Inter-Cultural Center.
The downward trend of the two
in Washington, D.C.
LeYva was the first of the SJS organizations, both competing for
535 Bryant Street
LEA students to work for the the interest of foreign students
Downtown Palo Alto
Santa Clara County Sheriff’s Of- at SJS, was apparent last semesOpen Thurs
9 323-2834
ter as student participation WaS
fice while still in school.
Nery low.
Both found themselves having
College Relations Director
similar programs and a lack of
student interest.
c/o Sheraton -Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
Now within the fold of Inter Please send me a free Sheraton Student I.D. Card:
Cultural Student Center. which
was formed by ASB last semester,
Name
the ISC acts as a coordinating
Address:

SJS Grad

CAlore
cm&

Is Nixon’s
Bodyguard

Carlyle
Jewelers

ground into contemporary Soviet
t bought.
"Every society has its particular traditions," Dr. Nilandel
said. "The Russians live in fear
of another war. Any Russian over
30 has intense personal recollections of WWII. Any male Russian my age still in one piece is
a rarity." 1)1., Mandel said.
’REMEMBER HITLER’
Russians remember Hitler’s
blitzes on Czechoslavakia and the
Rhineland and wonder if Germany will try again to reconquer
East Germany, according to Dr.
Mandel. "The Russians consider
blitzes a part of German military
tradition," Dr. Mandel added.
Although sympathetic with recently - invaded Czechoslovakia,
Dr. Mandel pointed out that Russia felt the need to demonstrate
her military strength to West
Germany.
"They did a fine job mobilizing
600,000 men and arms in complete secrecy," Dr. Mandel said.
He was a military. expert for the
United Press in WWII on the
Soviet lines.
’RUSSIANS TOUrill’
"The Russians a r e tough,
strong and self-confident," Dr.
Mandel said, "But I am absolutely convinced aggression is not
a part of their foreign policy."
He explained that Mao Tse
Tung’s recent charges of Ru.ssian
expan.sion should have been reversed.
"Historically, that area has
never been Chinese in population
and, us a result of Russian settlement, Ls today virtually entirely
Russian, except for a very few
small tribal peoples."
"The Chinese were the aggresSON," Dr. Mandel said. "They
don’t want peace in Vietnam nor
do they believe in peace with the
Western World."
Dr. Mandel spent a year in
Russia, from 1931-32, and visited

again in 1959, 1962 and 1966.
Dr. Mandel pii( faced h,s Mass
Thur.:al:1y with a 45 lemon.
critical film on the histoo of the
House C’ornmit tee in l’n-Arn rlean Activities .11Cl’Ai Pre,idents Harty S. Truman and
Franklin D. Roosevelt condemned
the fiCUA for trespassing on in
dividual rights. Dr. Mandel himself testified in the film before
the IICLIA in 1960 saying. "You
are insane if you think I’ll CO.
operate with you "
IICUA EXCF:ItPTS
Included in the film were excerpts from a pro-HCUA film,
edited hy the HCUA. called "Operation Abolition" which intimated that those who oppose the
HCUA are probably communist inspired.
U.S. Congressmen, the New
York Times and Life magazine
later helped to prove the HC1JA
film was distorted. "Yet, 18 million Americans have seen that
film since 1961," Dr. Mandel said.
The amount of dissidence in
Russia is negligent," Dr. Mandel
said. "There is great unanimity
in Russia. Among the common
people it hardly exists.
"Imagine standing outside New
York’s Waldorf-Astoria Hotel and
ranting on about the hungry people of the world," Dr. Mandel
suggested.
He described a similar situation in Russia where he spent
three hours asking people pointed
questions and was not botheted
for three hours before a policeman said, "I SII. t hat eniiugh?"

We’re holding
the cards.

Get one. Rooms are now up to 20% off with a
Sheraton Student I.D. How much depends on
where and when you stay.
And the Student I.D. card is free to begin with.
Send in the coupon. It’s a good deal. And at a
good place.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

& Motor Inns
Sheraton Hotels
inns. A workmate Service of tea
sneraton Hotels and motor

Graduating Seniors
diver..ified. rapidly growing.
.
e -t, rn Ge,ir Comm%
depigui r and manufacturer of industrial and
interkiew at Sall Jose State on
actopace mar
rN.,
\larch 20.
There are opportunities on our eight -week orientation progi am for Engineers mill Technical graduates. Business and
floiorial majors. This program is your opportunity to see
which functional area hest meets your career goals.
SIGN 1 P JOI1 AN INTEIIVIEW

NANIIC ORGANIZATION
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2600 E. Imperial Hwy., Lynwood. Calif. 90262

In Equal Oppor

’ty Employer
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An

nsubtle Message *

Great for Laughs
Tie ’rack

$1.00

Key Chain
Plus ’Tax,

S1.50
rite to:

JAI,CO, Dept U-7
P.O. Box 2519
Palo Verdes, Ca, 90274
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Moderne Drug Co.
Professional Pharmacists
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STRUTS
SAN JOSE

’TAKEN AS A 511NORITS"

WREMEMBER the "W" is silent!

THINK

channel betvveen the community
and foreigm students, and is now
named Community Committee for
Internatoinal Students 1CCIS1.
Mrs. Terry Pelinga, director of
the CCIS, said this has been the
goal of the former ISC since its
inauguratkm in 1961.
She also said that the community will perform the same services that it has for foreign students by occasionally inviting foreign students into their homes and
helping them acclimate quickly
to the American way of life.
The major difference between
the former ISC and its new look
is that power is now’ in the hands
of the students. They will be responsible for selecting their activities and electing their officers.
"Instead of each group dissipa-

Cost for club members is $14,
$18 for non-members. It includes
bus transportation and lodging.
Lift tickets will be available at a
discount.
Club memberships, costing SII’
for the year are on sale at Ski
Club meetings and Student Affairs Business Office.
The Ski Club has one more
trip to Alpine Meadows on April
18-20.

ting its energy in either competing or programming the same
thing, it would be better to work !
together," said Miss Linda Kline,
former president of the ISC.
Miss Kline said that although
the death certificate of ISO has
not been shown to all members
of the organization, no one would
be surprised to hear of it. Many
membeis were anticipating the
disbanding of ISO last semester.
The chairman of the pro-tem
Inter-Cultural Steering Committee
Kambiz Gootan, said he
is pleased about the merger of
the three organizations which will
help to erase duplications of activities.
Inter-Cultural Center, which has
its offices in the College
315 S. Ninth St., cannot offer the
same facilities as the old ISC.
Chirman Gootan admitted that
the great. concern of the Cultural
Center is finding a recreational
center for plisying ping pang,
pool, dancing, and cultural activities.
The 25-year-old political science
major said that an application
has already hern filed for the
use of the Spartan Book Store as
an Inter-Cultural Center, but that
the odds are against the granting
of this application

Slim
Stretch Jeans
Navy
Black
Sailing Blue

Light Blue
Wheat

Loden
Ice White
Slim, Trim, s-frretchy
75% cotton, 25% nylon in a wide
range of colorfast fashion colors!
True Wrangler western -style!
Sixes 6 to 18.

hay area college dill)
355 middlefield road
suite b =306
nimintain view, calif.
phone 9684)332

$6.95

WORKINGMAN’S STORE
218 W. Santa Clara St.
San Jose
G I .s
the Vaquero Bell Bottoms in
lour gr,,11 colors

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

PriC0 S
1ACOS
It is a Fact; Tico’s Tacos has
food at reasonable prices.
Here is pToof:
35c
35c
"lr,,

z
itele
’NV
.41PAP

sr_Z-c_41.90
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SINGLES ONLY
FUN IN EUROPE $269
0.,/ both ways from Oakland )
4,

N our
U-nisersity Pin

Think Trim, Think Comfort

Ski Club To Meet, Discuss
Heavenly Valley Excursien
The Heavenly Valley ski trip
will be the order of business for
tonight’s Ski Club meeting at 8
in JCI41 and information %%ill be
provided for the March 21-22-23
event.
Signups are taken on a first come first -serve basis. The limit
is 82 persons. Signups will be taken at the meeting and remaining
spaces will lie on sale in the Student Affairs Business Office.

CONTACT THE COLLEGE:
PLACEMENT CENTER,
122 S. 9th ST. BY
MARCH 14 FOR AN
*
APPOINTMENT

Dr. Mandel passed out sump’,
midterm questions. "Student taking my course will be able te
grapple with these matters at its
conclusion," Dr. Mandel said.
"Do you see anything distinelive in Russian national psy- 41
chology? If so, how has it af9t,
fected Soviet society, its differences from and %ith other Communist -led societies?" is a sample
questkm.
Can Marxism be differentiated It
from all other philosophies of
which you know? If so, do that.i:
How would you distinguish So- *
viet horn pre-Soviet Marxism" is another sample question.
Dr. Mandel also handed out
extensive reading lists and said
the SJS library is "very good in
Soviet information."

Fading ISC, ISO Disband

entlyiL

lilt I \Isirs.
*
111,1IIII I
,
6.
Nth salt Jose is seeking K-8:
:teachers. An applicant’s (lay:
V. ill Ire held on .iturday.a.
401Jrcli 22. %lien interview.:
TT
4ong %ill fake place.

his laprl publicizing the
Seven" trial. His son, 1301..
of the stncri who dirsupi. I
draft induction center in ti
in Oetober. 1967. Another .i. I in exile in t’anada. "I also thea daughter in community
ties in Berkeley." lir. Markt I
said.

To over half the Soviet people,
Russian is not their native language. "I was always taken as
never -I
some minority Soiet,
theless, Soviet," ’,aid Dr. NIandel.
who speaks fluent Russian. He
said their ethnic minorities rec- I
ord is very good.
Dr. Mandel wore a button on

New Club Formed

Ttlis

nAn,v__43, t******* ****** **********

Contemporary Soviet Ideas Explained
*
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excellent

Enchiladas
Tostados
Comb. Plate

Hamburger
Drop by Tico’s for proof that the
is excellent.

Phone Orders 297-8421

3Sc
35c

89c

food

4th and St. James

Is 1". 1 el (3’1
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Netters Claim
Top Position

Gymnasts Seek
Upset Victory
Competition %till begin at 7:30
In whirt promises to be tille 01
gymnastics p.m
exciting
the most
if
meets of the season, Sfill Jose
ii2, won rite of its last six
State entertains powerful Sacra- enc. rers, SJS is expected to do
mento State Friday night in the
oast the perennially strong
11
- Sacramento State has
aaleteated in Far Western
",/..
nee cornpetion since 1962.
§
I we can %tin." says Spartan coach Bob Peaty, despite the
fact that the Spartai have never
....ten the Hornets in gymnastics
ripot i t ion. "One of the keys
liS
be Joe Sweeney. Ile
,
improved in each Meet since
r1.
ison opener and I expect
score real well in all of

fi

The Sow ul tennis team will try to strengthen its position
as one of the tup teams in Northern California when it meets
at 2 p.m. today on the SJS courts.
The Spartans %ton fite of six singles matches Tuesday for
a 5.4 win over a strong t’al Berkeley team. Cal WilS ranked
eighth in the nation prior to the match.
Greg Shepard of SJS itl’etited Northern California single:
champion Bob Alloa in the featured singles match, 12-10. 6-2,
John Zwieg used a heard serve to defeat Cal’s Mike Mullen,
6-1 6-1. Mark Elliott put the Spartans ahead 3-0 with a
6-2, 3-6, 6-1 Will over Mike Gilf Ulan.
After Cal’s Larry Parker beat Ic.en Lowell. 7-5, 7-7s, Pos
Orlando and Chuck White came through tvith singles victories

7atmey
’Tottp ol Grope

to win the match for SJS.
Orlando, making use of a strong backhand, defeated Peter
Hoffman, 6-4, 7-5.
Chuck White wrapped up the match for SJS vcith a 5-7, 6-3.
user Dixon LeVante.
6-3 vi
In the first doubles, Northern California champs Shepard
and Zl let!, Were itpsel by Alloo and Gilfillan. 6-3. 6-4.

Limited Space
Available.
Act Now!

1 Aug. 2nd to Sept. 1st
$998.00
All-inclusive cost.
West Coast & return
$700.00
STUDENTS ONLY!
Contact
Dr. R. G. Tansey
S.J.S.C.
Art Department

ti

Sweeny, a top all-around cornisiitor, has beaten Rich Grigshy,
defending 1968 National Hortlorital Bar champion. and Marty
"alter, the 1968 National Vaulting champion, this season.
Another standout for the Spartans has been nationally-ranked
trainpolinist, Jim Turpin, who will
he competing in four events. Turpin’s success in vaulting has been
sensational and his sersres have
been consistently in the 9’s.

Johnny. Johnson. a Firmer Spartan grid standout who served as
an assistant coach at San Jose
State last season, has been se-

lected by head coach Joe
to remain on the Spartan

len

staff.
The announcement was made today by San Jose State Athletic
Director Bob Bronzan. Johnson
coached the linebackers and defensive line last st..ason.
"During my short tenure on trw
joh at San Jose State, I have
found Johnson to be a well qualidedicated hard
fied coach and
worker," McMullen said. "Ile is
a tireless recruiter and his enthusiasm and hustle will make hint
a valued member of our staff.
quality young coach Mini
He is

I itai hapte,
on at my

Johnson has a Bachelor of Arts
Degree in Physical Ethic:Ilion from
SJS and is currently working to %yard his Nlasters of Arts I./egret.
at Stanford.

AUTO
INSURANCE
Ages 17 25
Single or Married
New low rates for young drivars. Preferred or hard to place risks accepted.

DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
3221 St
Suite 205

Creek Blvd.
San Jose
243.5027

Art Cleaners
10% DISCOUNT
One Day Service
Svveaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
400 E. SANTA CLARA
293-4900

smo..11

Soderer Tire Sen ice
ss here .oti get a lot ol roll ...
FOR LONGER DRIVES
HAVE SODERER PUT

Joe
CAPTAIN
SPARTAN
Sweeney practices for the big
meet Friday against Sacramento State in the Spartan
gym. Swceney will be attempting to lead his SJS m3tes to
an upset victory over the powerful Hornets in the 7:30 p.m.

Powerful
Premium
Customized
Recaps

Think it over, over coffee.
TheThink Drink. 41406.

ON YOUR CAR .
.I()11\ N111i/kNif.,

Soderer Tire Service
(HI N. NIontuomer%

,
:no in,orn.: pool Cot:, 17.44, nil On

San J1).-1.

291-2131

c ontest.

TEMCO COIN WASH
llth & EAST SAN CARLOS ST.

Maybe you don’t have much to say

about thing, like politics and literat
Rut that doesn’t mean you’re dumb. It
just means that you don’t read enough.
And maybe that isn’t your fault. The way
you were taught to read is hard, slow and
tedious. No wonder you don’t like to read.
You can learn to read in a new way that
makes reading a book as fast and easy
and pleasant as watching a movie. With the
skill of Dynamic Reading, you’ll be able
to read some books from cover to cover in
an hour. With no strain. And with better
understanding.
We can teach you to read this new way
in 24 hoursone 3 -hour class a week for g
eeks (our part). And one hour a night of
practice (your part). We will refund your
ition if you do not at least triple your reading speed by the end of the course. Most
Reading Dynanzies graduates learn to read
4.7 times faster.
Doesn’t that make them 4.7 times smarter’?

EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS
INSTITUTE
BF RKI.1 I ,Y
2118 Milvia Street. Berkeley, Calif. 848-0455
S.AN FRANCISCO
f’ox Plaza, 1390 Minket St.. San l’rancisco,
626-9073
P,A1.0 ALTO
Stanford Prof essional Center
Lathrop Bldg.. 770 Welch Rd. 327-2826
Classes now forming. Call institute nearest you.
1 velyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute, DePl 16
21Ia
via, Berkeley’, California 94704

S,tAN JOSE’S MOST COMPLETE SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY
1. 43 Washers
22 General Electric, 12 lb. capacity, 25c
10 New Frigidaires, 12 lb. capacity, 25c
1 Big Boy, 25 lb. capacity, 50c

2. 20 Dryers
14 Huebsch, 4 washer load capacity
6 Loadster, 2 washer load capacity

3. Soft Water Gives whiter wash, requires less soap.
4. Dollar bill changer & 4 coin changers
5. Customer parking on 1 lth st.
6. Open 24 hours daily.
7. Study tables, telephone booths, candy, coffee,
hot chocolate, cigarettes, newspaper stands.

Send me a descriptive brochure
L1 1 would hkc to sec a free demonstration
I] Send rnc a Caffein CIASS SCI1C41111C

Address
Phone
City

And under the same roof:
Dan’s Snack Bar,

Narne

Bus Phone
State

,Ied to continue

WITH ASB CARD

Your faculty
advisor asks you
for advice?

Spartan Doug Hills, the 1968
State College Free Exercise champion, will be another SJS performer to watch. Hills has been scoring in the mid-8’s all season in the
floor exercise event and is PXpected to break into the 9’s Friday
night. He also competes successfully on the side horse, parallel
bars and horizontal bar.

May-be you
aren’t so dumb
after all.

Johnson Remains
As Grid Coach

College Cleaners,

Coin Operated Dry Cleaning
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’Duchess of Malfi’

SPARTAN DAILV.1
Thursday, ’March t2. tai19

’Duchess’ Tickets
Still on Sale--70 Per Cent Sold

Lecturer Urges Audience Rapport
it,

r

\it.:
iioeliess

tar

Iii" as a play that the "midi, must work a little bit to mi.," Mrs. Joan l’odd. assistant
1,1’ ,:essay of history. introduced
the complex production to it small
audience Tuesday night. Her lecture, sponsored by the Humanities
club, might have been titled,
"What makes "Phe Duchess of
Mulfi’ Run?"
"We have a Renaissance set?, Elizabethan drama and
,,titury audience," she said.
"Ilaa van you achieve relevance
and make the play work in this
situation?"
Using a model stage setting,
costume sketches and her own
dramatic ability, :qrs. l’odd exaned briefly the techniques used
la the SJS production, 71tAV playing in the College ’Pheater, to
tnake the drama dynamic. According t, I.-- Todd, the director dc-

Tickets for "Duchess of ‘Stahl
are still on sale, Box Office yet,Yesentative Jam Basseri said
yesterday.
"Ilowever we don’t have many
of the goad seats left," he said.
Basseri indicated that 65 to 70
per cent of the seats for each of
the remaining peiformances; tonight. tomorrow and Saturday
are sold. The Box Office is open
1-5 p.m. weekdays and one hour
prior to curtain time, ii:15 p.m
Tickets are $1.50 gencral admis
shin and 75 cents with ASB card
..e

Estrada s
Imports & Variety

Med to emphasize the Renaissance elements of the story’, appealing to the sensuality and ro.mantic feeling of the audience.
Sets, designed by Wendell Johnson, are based on an Elizabethan
coneept, allowing for the rapid
movement required by over 40
scenes. The actual design, using
the arch and double pillar, is
Renaissance. A changing cloth
backdrop helps create different
moocls, explained Mrs. Todd. Costumes also tend toward Renaissance style which is more graceful
than Elizabethan dress. M.xxl is
emphasized by color.
’Mrs. Todd called "The Duchess
of Malfi" a "frankly theatrical
play." This presents it problem of
credibility. The story is based on
an historical event, however. According to Mrs. Todd. the events
occurred about 1490, were recorded by a man named Delio
itixtund 1550 and Were transformed

Incense
Rings
Water Pipes
Earrings

by John Webster into a dram,
in 1614.
"Iliwv arc you going to mak,
emotions, decision and actions ol
these characters real?" site ;iskell
and then answered, "The director
must develop honesty in his players; this is a flesh and blood play."
A rapport between actors and
audience is necessary to make the
production work, explained Mrs.
Todd.
"Over 1,000 hours of work by
100 students following 100 cues
and making 150 different entrances makes the pr.x1uelion VUi- I
nerable. The whole thing could
fall apart, and then rapport is
lost," she commented.
According to Mrs. Todd, the decision to present "The Duchess of
Nlitlfi" was made with both the
development of the student and
actor in mind, A variety of production.s covering all historiciil
periods of drama etre planned it,
show "how sense of conflict and
drama developed historically. It
gives tile
iftkftt
rostn1:111VO
tti’llf

I 1,:wki’f,,f1

have the largest selection
of psychedelic posters in

\Lirrii

the San Jose area.

THE DUCHESS OF MALFI, Robyn Gerrard, is proposing marriage to her steward Antonio in this scene from the play. She
does it by a clever poetic conceit. She tells Antonio, Dennis
Johnson, the ring will cure his bloodshot eyes, and afterward
says only her husband can hold it.

190 S. I st Street
297-9176

Grand Opening

FRIDAY NIGI-111
March 14

Free Spaghetti Feed
5 pan. "til 9 pail.
Band Music 9 1)311.’111 1 a.m.
18-years -old and tip are uelvoilie

DIRECTIONs
1. Highway 17, to San-

111

I I

1969 Europe CHARTERS
California -London RT
Summer departures
Saturn Douglas DC.8 Jets

$294
Cal State students, faculty,
staff, and family ONLY.
Early R i

fions Necessary
CONTACT:
Jerry Rose Charter Dept.
2123 Addison St. Berkeley
(415) 8458597

mil

I -r

It

7he Auche,m ej iitalli
Sthtienk 75c

Box Office

Opt-ti 1-5 p.m.

294-6411 Ext. 2600

S nouncecl this week that applica! tions are now being accepted for
yi the $2.500 Shubert Fellowship in
I playwriting.
This annual fellowship is to be

11 awarded to a qualified graduate
% student

for

the

1969-70

school

SCARLETT LA RUE’S

year. The Shubert Fellow must
male5"to
f/y "
kwrite a full-length play while enMr’n.go’iqht
You’re
Plo,,rn H;11
rolled as a graduate student in
zzul, the Drama program.
iiiiiii
iiiiiii
111"
Those wishing to apply should
0000
iiiiiiiii 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
address all inquiries and applications to Hal J. Todd, Department of Drama, at SJS. The application deadline is May 1, 1969.
Entrants for the award don’t
necessarily have to be SJS students,
The Shubert Foundation has
rt recording session.
Me y(111
annually given the $2,500 fellowship to SJS’s Drama Department,
which chooses the winner. This is
Now there is a professional sound studio in San Jose.
the fourth year the award has;
As low as $15.00 for a complete session in our modbeen granted at SJS. The present
ern facilities. Recordings are the professional and easy
Shubert Fellow is Gary Bothum,
way of auditioning for record promoters and for jobs.
currently playing a role in "Toys
in the Attic:.
Call today or come by our studios.

Rock Groups...Vocalists...
Entertainers
it.s

Student Nude at Art
Tile nude figure is the subject

PRESCO
PROFESSIONAL RECORDING
SERVICES COMPANY
460 SOUTH SECOND STREET SAN JOSE
IF NO ANSWER, 297-7946

.11111I111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111mininiminiiii7

for drawings and paintings currently on

display

on

the

hall

walls of the central art building.
The art work is the creation of
students of John
iiiofessor of art.

DeVincenzi,

Antonio confides his opinions of Duke Ferdinand and the Cardinal (Rex Hays and London Green) and other principals to his
friend Delio (Dan Balestrero). His cutting estimations do not
extend to the duchess. also in the background.

4 Pla 0 Ppegiento

’U.S.A.’ Dramatic Revue
At SJS March 21, 22
The America of the early
1900’s thmugh the Great Depression

will be evoked by the
"U.S.A," the drarnatic revue by

John Dos Passos and Paul Shyre,
that will be presented next week.
March 21 and 22 the Reader’s
Theater will give performances
of "U.S.A." in College Theater at
8:15 p.m. Tickets are on sale at
the Box Office, Fifth and San
Fernando streets opposite the
SJS library, and is open 1-5 p.m.
weekdays and one hottr prior to
performance. Admission is 75
cents for students and $1.50 general.
In this production the Reader’s Theater presents a dramatic
narrative that is musically oriented and enhanced by dances,
songs and sikecial visual effects.
The authors guide the viewer
through 40 years of American
life through the character of .1

did you stand up
your date to go
to bed with a cold?
It’s more fun to keep going. Dristan* Tablets help you do just that.

"U.S.A." is directed by Mrs
Maven Mitchell, associate professor of drama. Assistant director is Jean Parker; Pamela Simmons is musical director; Craig
Neisler, artistic director; and
James Mason is stage manager.
Choreography is by Dennis
Johnson.
-

Morris Dailey Auditorium
5:011p.m.. Nlarch 11. tlp
(1: 15 p.m.. Third] 15

Tickets $1.75 on sale on 7th St.

Via
Polar Flight
Jet Charter

THIS
SUMMER:
ROUND1F

p

294

S15
Registration

Fee

ONLY 3 WEEKS LEFT TO MAKE
YOUR RESERVATION!
Limited to students, faculty and staff of
any California State College and immediate family members.
LOS ANGELES -LONDON -LOS ANGELES
FLIGHT 101
FLIGHT 102
FLIGHT 103

JULY 10 - SEPTEMBER 19
- 9 WEEKS
-AUGUST 1 - AUGUST 30
4 WEEKS
- AUGUST 2 - SEPTEMBER 1 - 41i WEEKS

OAKLAND -LONDON -OAKLAND
FLIGHT 104
FLIGHT 105

Dristan helps relieve fever, headache and body aches and pains.
Time capsules do not! Dristan works on sniffles, sneezes, runny
nose and stuffy head. Aspirin tablets do not! Dristan Tablets help
relieve more cold symptoms than aspirin...or...any time capsule
you can buy!

MOVIE
MARATHON

Ward Moorehouse, who "was
born cini! the Fourth of July. fell
in love with a beautiful rich girl
and worked hhnself to the top
of the heap in the tradition of
Horatio Alger and the American
dream.
Included in the cast are Dan
Balestrero, Ron Hogan, Dennis
Johnson, Lee Kopp, Cathie Margan, Jean Parker, Lisa Paulson,
Gerald Proost, Cynthia Reid, and
Pamela Simmons.

--

JUNE 29 - SEPTEMBER 8
JULY 8 - SEPTEMBER 3

-

111

The dramatic musical document;try was written by Martin 13u
berman. The production is a the atrical survey of Black history
in the United States from the
sleeve era to the present.

COLLEGE TI1E.kiliE

The SJS Drama Department an-

!

294-1111

1,11,11,111111’

Opposite. Library Notill on Sao Fentonelo

Shubert Award
§ For Playwriting
Accepts Entries

14.

Banjo

corn,

1

8:15

..r..40OCCOO4C0000000Dwr.r3CrOLOCrOOCCeCrOOr.400000000,40000000DOOLICKOOOOCCOCkt,

te, Clara. Go 10 miles
to Lark turnoff.
2. Turn left on Lark
and travel , rmle to

’11..

Willie America" by the American
Censer\
j
Theatre company
%%ill Ix, presented Sunday evening.
Mareh
at 7:30 r.t. the Marines’
Memorial Theatre, San Francisco.

Ia4st 3 Aav

We

Friday, Nlareh

Final Performance
Of Black Musical
Scheduled Sunday

10 WEEKS
9 WEEKS

Charterer is assisted by Travel Service, Inc. of Berkeley,
in association with Saturn Airways and Bank of California.

*MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW!
BOB AGNEW
1515 MARBURG WAY, APT. F-10
SAN JOSE, CALIF. 95133
PHONE: 415 848-8597
WEEKDAYS 9 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.

1969 EUROPE CHARTERS

’

fl-d:r %HT

N

Thursday March 13, 1:a.i9

MN

-e-

Summer Signups Simplified

Spartaguide

TODAY
Tau Delta Phl, 2:30 p.m., S142.

Open end fol um on "Should
>Tr ’ Revel e Academic Credit?"
Italian Club, 2:30 p.m.. ED239.
All studeros weleomed. Refreshments will be sem et1.

foiotti*

2$36 sanv Furgr.
THE PANT

is now at Roberta’s

Angel Flight, 7 pm., NII1324.
Bring money.
Rally Committee, 2:30 p.m.,
College Union. All those interested in working on Rally Day
should attend.
S.IS Ski (’Iub, 8 p.m., JC141.
Information on Heavenly Valley
ski trip and sign-ups. Ski film.
Newman Educational Center,
noon, Newman Center. "Food for
Thought" series. Newman will
supply soup (10 cents a bowl)
and coffee. You bring a sandwich. Fr. Laurent Largente
speak on "Church in the Modern
World."
I4JS Chess Club, noon -2 p.m.,
D11219. Meeting.

Chriathus Science Organization,

7:30 p.m., Memorial Chapel.
Monthly business meeting.
Rho Epsilon. 7:30 p.m, Citizens First Federal, 50 N. First
St. Speech by Edward Willett,
director of education for Anthony
Schools, on "Real Estate Law
Changes." Enter from parking
lot on Second Street.

Student CTA. 12:30 p.m., ED100. Guest speaker. Gary Clark.
Talk will concern Richmond education and how it effects prospective teachers.
Hillel Foundation, 7 p.m., Newman Center. Open house. All
prospective members are vvelcome. Refreshments will be
served.

Job Interviews

where friendly customer
service is a trademark.

Chi-lotion Mobilissation Mutdcale, 8 p.m., Concert Hall. Jimmy
Williams of Carnpus Crusade for

June and summer graduates
only sig-n up for appointments

i he hottest
thing ati the
market.

in the Movement Center, 122
S. Ninth St, Stoups begin
each Tueoday before and up
to the day of the Intersiew.

ROOMMATES
NEEDED
Male & Female

Majors, BS, NIS Any Engrg.
Stewart Warner Microcircuit*,
Inc, Majors, BS/EE, physical
Sciences, Lib. Arts.
Worthington Corp. Majors. 13S/
N1E, EE, 1E, CE, Ind. Tech.
Environmental Schwas Semites

validated

all bank
charges
9

open Mon. & Thurs..

(94 OCTANE)

Ethyl
(10o OCTANE)

.

EUROPE

Ei

V.V.V

t.

hi

VIV

CF,vHer,

-

FORMING COMBO, NEED ....inr
ios. organ - bass - drIos I phone. etc. Acv musical instrument con
’7,1" 7g2 1’679.
TYPING MY HOME. 35c/page. Wili
t 257-6788.
HEP
rentIye
1540.
AUTOMOTIVE (21
-

:s

CS..

744.3961.
66 TR-4A IRS, spokes, m... tires, red,
$1800. Cell 293-4289.
’61 FALCON, 2 door, a/t, r/h. $150.
27 3318 after 7:00 p.m.
’62 SPRITE new clutch. valves and roll
!. d call Bob 295-9993.
’59 CHEV. 4.dr. 6 cyl. Std. Trans., Good
& Engine. Recently
- -d
PS’ c -I 287-4473.
MOTOR BIKE
le. Vespa Super 125.
- ". .. :78
miles. Retail price
.,,eg $400. Call 369.8563 after
P-

Pk 4. ’.

OPEN-END FORUM
subject

meni extras.

FOR SALE: ’67 COUGAR 3 speed. etc
-4reen, wide oval tires
L

tiVi

(..13

Should R.O.T.C. Receive
leademic Credit?

cT-D

Sacramento State
(Far TVestern Champs)
liktory of SJS, hitasts sorb Mara as
’68.’64 gym team, lit,t
Captain Joe "Chieken theht" SW eerie), "SiVer Hills, "Iron
invton (They
Crows" lionolaticn. -Tijuana" Tony Spencer,
Asitizassa, "Shotgun" Sinai!. "Tricky" Rich
Taktc Good
Ila,Fted. "Cannonball" ’forpin, "Latrine" Levin, and Piloted
"Sil,cr Fox" Coach 1101

’61 MGA 1600

vur TERM PAPERS to type? Need help?
rinq.
FEmALE ROOMMATE wanted to share ’ LOST: 1968 High S.,n3o1
fast typing available. Call
Lo-- apt. Sc. 10th St. $57.50/rno. with mother of pearl stone. Initials C.S. Accurate
"M" 377-8327.
294-2916.
Reward.
292-8192

Cal:

.

size

10

sao.00

or E. Wiliiams #28. Call 287.4821.

VENTURE I

i‘15.00

’

286-1195 Coed living center S100 per mo. incl.
room and board, color TV. large lounge.
heated pool. 525 So. 9th. Tel 287-4885.
FURNITURE table lamps, sofa, boot.
desks and other items. Good con FEMALE ROOMMATE - to share quiet
,
act. $45 ’rno. on So. 9th St. Call 292.
14- re 794.8774.
SL. 195 cm. Salomon 6515.
.,
SKIS:
’1 Comp. Heel, ant- WANTED: FEMALES & MALES, nice
8105 after 5:30 rooms, kitchen privileges, TV, patio. 596
S 104 or call Ted 293.9877. If not
4 delightful 5. home oave_rnessage.
-KMENS
S1A$AESE
males are looking for ROOM AND BOARD or kitchen priv.
I
3Call Henry 286.0341 W
--se to ca,ros 293.7453.
-, E. San Fernando.
SKI CABIN FOR RENT - Mar. 31 to
SKIS .. - ssncl S-ato 207 $70. CaIl Api o deeps 6.8. Cxd 732-1647 offer
Jan

C.

-

7 p.m.

HELP WANTED 14/
LOST AND FOUND Mil
GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS
JOBS JOBS JOBS
LOST:
B
& White photos in Red
MONEY MONEY MONEY
BA1. LOS, Feb. 21 on
’
Pad time work in our cf
or around r
:s. Call Martha 294.
.
perience necessary. Cho,
6330.
2e.
$2.00. hr. Call Mr. Andrews 7MARRIED Couple - FREE RENT. Exchange for janitor WOrk for wife, and
maint. work for husband. Nursery School.
Up to JUrrS 1970. 275-4820.
--WORK -WITH US!!
.
We’ll F,

PROOF READING and MANUSCRIPT
294. EDITING. NO typing. Call 248-6522.
INCOME TAX SERVICE
Fed. or State $3.50 on or off campus.
780 So. 1 Ith #10. Call 293-1211.
YOUR WEDDING photographed in na
l ci you asleep on tura! color. 20 enlargements plus album,
. 6? Henery? You $89.95. Greenwood 244-1490.
in. Me, poor foo1.

ANNA Monday ni-r
promised in,
believed y, ,.!
;
’rid sharGIRL, interested
ing Loke Tah,
Barbara 269 -41E6.
UNDER STRESS? Get answers to life’s
most pressing problems. Dial Peace of
Mind. 294-3333, anytime.

’

STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast,
accurate,

minor editing. Mrs. Bashsr

Phone 244-6581.
TYPING. ACCURATE 40c a sheet pick’of to college area.
up and deliver. ’
Mts. Gross 244 ’:-

’" /

so,----.----’ .,
t-,
1-EE.1 /round
oeddln
Neat appeerrooe. No rock. Cell 291,
or
787.7580.
3163
DRIVER WANTED, ice cream vending
route. 30.50’ . 9.11 a.m. 297-4228. Full
Of part time.
MATURE WOMAN student dornest
help exckanrie f:r f0001 and board. Cio
293.7453.

Factilty. and 14.0.T.C. Members
Xl ill 1)i-411-... the Issue. and Answer Questions Front the Audience. Audience Participation is In% ited

WHEN: Thursday, March 13
7’111E: 2:30 P.M.
WI1ERE: S142 Science Bldg.

U.S. SURPLUS NAVY PEA COATS, field
jackets, bell bottom pants, leather and
suede jackets, camping supplies. HIP.
PIEFASHIONS.
Lace and velvet
goodies. JACK & PAT’S THIRD HAND
STORE. 375 E. Nodding. Between 8th
& 9th. Free parking. Open Sat. & Sun.,
closed Mon.
WOOD LATHE NEW $15. Radial Drill
Press New $37.50 Belt disc sander new
$30. 60 E. San Fernando. Phone 292.
0409.
MECHANICAL SERVANTS. Merchan
dise vendors. Sells dry goods and toys.
Service nite, day or weekends. (415)
656.6569.

’T
HAS A DADDY TI-4 A115 - PRESIDENT OF THE ALUMNI ASSOC.?

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

"11 he Forum is Open to Everyone
No 1dmission Charge

3

lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines

(-t==*J-,
Sponsored

Add this
amount for
each addl.
tonal lino

By

\"(

1’ I ileei‘.ti Vete/ c,t.

Tues.-Thurs.
10:30- 12:30

5701.
WANTED - 2 female roommates to
share with 2 others. 595 So. 1 1th St.
#9. Call 287-1192.
CONTRACT FOR SALE, close to campus 114 So. 1 Ith $250. Call 294-5978.

MWF
9:30 - I 1:30

OnIV.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, 384 E.
S45 mo. Cal 292-8430.

One day

1.50

2.602.50
3.00
JO

Two days Three days Four days

2.00
2.503.00
3.50.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75
.50

2.40
2.90
3.40

-Dili -

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

,

0 Announcements (1)
0 Automotive (2)
For UN (3)

[I Help Wanted (4)
Housing (S)
Lost ane Nine (T)

2.50
3.00
3.30
4.00

.50

.50

L.] Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
Transportation (9)
=41.411, W.

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

Flve days

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

TAU DELTA PHI
\’11 V( 1,(

APT. FOR RENT OR roommate wanted
to
w th 3 liberal girls. 286.0438
or 460 S. 14th St. *15.
BOARDING HOUSE contract for sale.
Will take loss. 64 So. 10th. Call Jan,
295-9811. immediately.
2 BEDROOM FURN. APT. Girl -student
only. $155.00. Phone 377.6960 or 378-

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

OP

To Place
an ad:

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

NEED

HOUSING IS)
FOR SALE 13/

TRANSPORTATION 191

NEED RIDE to and from Palo Alto Monday-Thursday. Call Patrice 325-5986
after 4 p.m. or leave message.
CAR POOL from Watsonville. Aptos,
Santa Cruz Areas. Call 724-8571 after
6:00 p.rn.
DEPEN. d 1.1y ride E. San Jose vic. of
San Fernando.
Alnxian Hosp. to 7th
RENT A STEREO: Or a TV from Esche’s
M F. $5.00 wkly. 2472.
Free delivery, free service, no contract 7:30.5:00
$10.00 per month. 251-2598.
TYPING, FAST. ACCURATE, EXPERIENCED. Will edit. 2lh rni. from cam
DUS. Mrs. Aslanian. 298.4104.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marrianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

,oe. Rebuilt eogire.
i, SP radial,. radio.

’63 OLDS CUTLASS 4.onv., 4 spd.. V13
, -t cond. $795/offer.
29 ’ i7
1,154 CHRYSLER IMPERIAL 4 door sodan. Dependable transportation - $150.
Phone 227-8323.
’66 VW 1500, good condition. 3 new
tires, radio, heater, $875/offer, Must sell.
294.3732.
’64 FAIRLANE SOO. Standard VB. 2 tone.
ezcl. cond. r/h $750 or offer. Call 295.
7371 or 287.6302.

-

FOUND: Puppy in the
NEW TAN SUEDE COWBOY BOOTS ROOMMATE NEEDED desperately. 9th and Reed on 3-11 69. C
$72.50. call Chuck 295. Quiet, clean apt. I bdrm. $50/mo. 547 4606 after 5:30.
St.
So. I Ith #3. Call 293.0866.
SKIS AND BOOTS: Head Masters 1195) UPPER DIVISION MAN needed to share
PERSONALS DI
$130. Nordica Buckle 2 bdrrn. apt. with 3 others $57.50 148

HARMONY HOUSE
MICROSCOPE, ,,,ident type (spencer) Room and board for men only. $95/mo.
or
-: condir,on $25.00. Call 225- TV & rec.. room with game tables. Roorn
E1,’6.e 4
only $40/mo. 345 E. Williams 287-0209.
5175.00
WEDDING GOWN. 1

:

--

HONDA 450

_c2tk

04.

4942 Stevens Creek Blvd.
I mile past Valley Fair
246-6658
-,ommoommuounnuommomo.

DAILY 10:30 A.M.-7 P.M.
PHONE 981.5176

-)

Puritan Oil Co.

San Jose State

OWNED AND
OPERATED BY
S.IS GRADS.

POTTERS WHEEL. Concrete kickwheel.

1 WANT TO BUY a 10 speed

Only at 4th and William

March 14 -Fri. night 7:30 PM

BANQUET
FACILITIES

c$9r0..426-4642, 2519 Empire Rd., Santa

.iarns
THE GALERIA - 111 F.
cos an U,der New Manageme
This week come in and bro., .

29.9
32.9

Regular

Gymnastics Meet

ST1’.11%.14 AND SPIRITS

159 COLUMBUS AYE.
CORNER PACIFIC AVE.
SAN FRANCISCO
1/2 block below
City Lifts Bookstore

EUROPE
S215 to $315 R.T. from Welt
Coast flights. also available
from East, flights to the Orient
ond Israel, Call ESEP 365-11625
801 Woodside. Redwood City.

FINAL HOME MEET AT STATE

&yen SaiL

PEGGY
IMPORTS

"Since our summer session Is a
reimbursed activity, 80-83 per
cent of the revenue will be used
on salaries alone," stated Dean
Kathy. "The remainder covers operational costs."

-4- Spartan Daily Classifieds -4ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

GASOLINE

ANCIENT & USED
JACKETS & COATS
2000 of them - $2 to $19

in the whole. world"

315 E. San Fernando 297-0643

alternative available. a refund
will be made. The cost per unit
this year will be $23.65, which
includes a per-unit cost of $22.50,
a student body fee of 60 cents
and a College Union fee of 55
cents.
Even with the new registration
process, one question still puzzi,,
Why does the siim-;
students
mer session cost so much? With I
more than 12,000 students expected to register again this summer, expenditures will rise

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

"the gronriest stare

Furnished Apts.
Carpets. Heated Pool
1 Baths. Parking Garage
$55.90 /3110.
Across from Campus

Admin. Majors, BS/MS CE, ME,
EE, physics, meterology, math.,
related physical sciences.
Proctor and Gamble ManufacDoing Co. Nlajors. BS NIS ME,
I.:E. 1E, Chem. E., CE.
Ntivad Area Audit Service. Nilsjors, BS/MS Acctg.
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and
Co. Majors, BS/MS Acctg.
Marine [’ones. Barracks 13.
- -

Don is completed by filling out
a packet contained in the summer session bulletin. A schedule
of classes, course code numbers.
and cost -per-unit figures are all
listed in the bulletin, whivh may
is found sometime after April 1,
in the summer Sessions office.
ADM143,
The new proa.rdure is uncomplicated. The student merely selects the courses desired in his
session, enters their code numbers on the form attached, totals
the number of units to be taken,
and computes the cost by using
a pro-rated scale. The final step
is completed afted handing in the
fees and registration form to the
cashier’s office.
Should a course be full with no

LEATHER SUEDE - FUR

Christ will be guest speaker and
various musical groups will perform.

THUltsDAY, MARCH 13
Pacific Coto and Electric Co.

parking

1-2-3 - Summer session registration will be that simple now,
according to Dean Leo P. Kibby,
head of the summer session program. Beginning this summer,
with the aid of computerization,
sunshine-loving students can register for the workshops, four, six,
or 10-week sessions, as early as
next month.
This com plete renovation,
which simplifies the current procedure of registering nn the first
day of class, is long overdue, acixtrding to Dean Kibby. "You’re
not going to stand in line anymore. You can forget about registration until you are supposed
to appear the first day."
The student’s entire registra-- -

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2466
Print Name
Address
City

For
Enclosed is $
Phone

Days

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Plano allow 2 drys alter placing for ad to appear.
Mt ID 01.111.

WNW.. 0110

,11141..111.1
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1

